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Abstract 
Climate action, Goal 13 of the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDG), cuts across almost all SDGs. Achieving climate 
goals can reinforce the achievements in many other goals, but 
at the same time climate mitigation and adaptation measures 
may generate trade-offs, such as levelling the cost of energy 
and transitioning away from fossil fuels. Leveraging the 
synergies and minimizing the trade-offs among the climate 
goals and other SDGs is an imperative task for ensuring 
policy coherence. Understanding the interlinkages between 
climate action and other SDGs can help inform about the 
synergies and trade-offs. This paper presents a novel 
methodology by using natural language processing (NLP) to 
automate the process of systematically identifying the key 
interlinkages between climate action and SDGs from a large 
amount of climate literature. A qualitative SDG interlinkages 
model for climate action was automatically generated and 
visualized in a network graph. This work contributes to the 
conference thematic topic on using AI for policy alignment 
for climate change goals, SDGs and associated 
environmental, social and governance (ESG) frameworks. 

Introduction  

The UN 2030 Agenda charts out 17 interlinked Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) that require a holistic approach 
to their implementation. However, such a holistic approach 
is new and challenging due to the broad coverage of social, 
economic and environmental dimensions and complicated 
relations among 169 targets. This is particularly true for 
SDG 13 (climate action) which links with all major sectors 
including energy, industry, transport and agriculture, and 
poses severe challenges to human and animal life, the 
planet’s water, marine and terrestrial ecosystems and 
biodiversity. Achieving climate goals can reinforce the 
achievements in many other goals, but at the same time 
climate actions may generate trade-offs, such as levelling 
the cost of energy and transitioning away from fossil fuels. 
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Leveraging the synergies and minimizing the trade-offs 
among climate goals and other SDGs is an imperative task 
for ensuring policy coherence. Understanding the 
interlinkages of climate action within the SDGs can help 
inform about the synergies and trade-offs. 

There is a gap in the scientific knowledge about how the 
SDGs are interlinked, making it difficult to know whether 
targets are mutually reinforcing or competing with one 
another. This knowledge gap inhibits the adoption of an 
integrated approach. There are emerging attempts to 
understand SDG interlinkages (e.g., Allen, Metternicht, and 
Wiedmann 2018; ICSU 2017; Le Blanc 2015; Miola, 
Borchardt, and Neher 2019; Nilsson, Griggs, and Visback 
2016; Zhou and Moinuddin 2017; Zhou, Moinuddin, and Li 
2021). These attempts took different approaches, such as 
expert opinion (e.g., ICSU 2017), literature review (e.g., 
Zhou et al. 2022) and statistical analysis (e.g., Dörgő, 
Sebestyén, and Abonyi 2018). Among these attempts, the 
Institute for Global Environmental Strategies (IGES) 
developed the SDG Interlinkages Analysis & Visualisation 
Tool (https://sdginterlinkages.iges.jp/) to identify, quantify 
and visualise the SDG interlinkages (Zhou, Moinuddin, and 
Li 2021). The IGES method uses a literature review to 
identify the causal relations based on scientific evidence.  
The tool covering 27 countries from Asia and Africa has 
been used to assist policy making on SDG priority setting, 
institutional arrangement and sectoral policy development 
in countries such as Indonesia, Bangladesh and Viet Nam. 

However, the lack of well-defined evidence on the 
causations between SDG targets poses a major challenge for 
the application of the IGES tool. The tool's current literature 
review is conducted manually based on a limited amount of 
literature, making it difficult to systematically capture the 
full range of SDG interactions. For example, a keyword-
based search on “climate change” in titles from Scopus 

 



 

 

found more than 85,000 relevant references. Such a large 
amoung of literature data makes a compelling case for a 
systematic approach to literature review. A manual 
approach is also laborious, potentially subjective based on 
the judgement of different subject experts and difficult to 
scale to the full set of SDGs. A recent study extended the 
IGES model at the river basin scale by exploring the causal 
relations through a systematic review using software-based 
text analysis and human intervention (Zhou et al. 2022). 
However, the human intervention process is still heavily 
dependent on expert judgment and its improvement requires 
a systematic and automated approach. 
 With the motivation of extending the IGES tool to 
systematically include all relevant interlinkages from a large 
amount of literature, the current paper proposes an artificial 
intelligence (AI) based natural language processing (NLP) 
methodology to identify the causal links among the SDGs. 
The methodology was applied to Goal 13 on climate action 
due to its cross-cutting nature in the SDG framework. The 
methodology, replicable to other SDGs, and its application, 
including limitations, is explained here in detail. The 
outcome of this research has the potential to greatly 
contribute to the understanding of SDG interlinkages, which 
is of utmost importance for the sustainable development 
agenda in particular and to ensure the wellbeing of global 
citizens and the planet in general. This is consistent with the 
conference thematic topic on using AI for policy alignment 
of climate change goals, the SDGs, and ESG frameworks. 

Methodology 

The methodology of using NLP for automating the process 
of systematically extracting the key SDG interlinkages from 
climate change literature follows six steps (Figure 1). 

Step 1 is selection of literature. We use five assessment 
reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC 1990, 1995, 2001, 2007, 2014) which provide 
comprehensive knowledge on climate change, its causes, 
impacts and response options based on the assessment of 
scientific, technical and socio-economic literature. 

Step 2 is processing the corpus data using NLP. NLP is 
used to extract top frequent terms and map their relations. 
We first clean the data by removing new lines, blank lines, 
and digit terms. Further, we tokenize the text and remove 
punctuation tokens and stop words. We use Porter Stemmer 
to stem the tokens to ensure that different forms of a given 
word map together. 

Step 3 is identifying top frequent terms. We run a hyper-
parameter search on the set of n-grams from the cleaned 
tokens and find that 2, and 3 n-grams are best suited for our 
purpose. We calculate the frequency of all bigrams and 
trigrams and identify top 500 terms (Figure 2). 
 

 

Figure 1: An NLP-based automated process for 
systematically extracting key SDG interlinkages 

 
Step 4 is mapping the linkages among the top terms. We 

set each top term as a centre term and search if other top 
terms occur in 10 tokens either before or after the centre 
term. The identified terms are defined as the contextual 
terms of the centre term. Each contextual term and its centre 
term form a pair and the associated 10 tokens is defined as 
a contextual sentence describing their linkage. For each 
centre term, we identify top-k contextual terms based on the 
frequency. Additionally, to better understand each linkage, 
we identify the most common pre- and post-verb between 
the centre term and the contextual term. A pre-verb is 
defined where the contextual term occurs followed by the 
verb and then the centre term, while a post-verb is where the 
centre term is followed by the verb and then the contextual 
term. To do so, we rely on NLP and use part-of-speech 
tagging to identify different grammatical components of the 
sentence. 

Step 5 is grouping similar top terms together. The 500 top 
terms have many similarities, such as “adaptation climate 
change, adapt climate change, …” and “climate change 
adapting, climate change adapt, …”. To remove the noise 
caused by different wording, similar terms were grouped 
together. The frequency of each group is the sum of the 
frequency of individual terms in this group. Currently, we 
are exploring the use of word embeddings to automate the 
grouping exercise. As part of an experimental process, we 
used GloVe (Pennington, Socher, and Christopher 2014) 
embeddings followed by k-means clustering to group 
similar top terms. For this study, we used Human-in-the-
Loop (using domain experts to refine our NLP system) 
process to group similar top terms.  
 Step 6 is building a qualitative SDG interlinkages model 
by mapping grouped terms with SDG targets and visualising 
the results in a network graph. The model is generic at the 
global level. Further validation and customization to local 
contexts can be conducted through stakeholders’ 
engagement, but this is not included in the current study. 



 

 

Results 

An excerpt of the identified top 500 terms and their 
frequency is shown in Figure 2. Since we have stemmed the 
tokens, different forms of a term are grouped together. 
 

 

Figure 2: An excerpt of top 500 terms identified through an 
NLP-based semantic analysis 

 
 From Step 4, 4,600 paired terms among 500 top terms 
were extracted (see Figure 3 as an example). The total score 
is calculated by term frequency-inverse document frequency 
(TF-IDF) for each pair (See Step 4). Each contextual 
sentence or phrase (separated by a comma) describes the 
linkage of the pair. For example, “'extreme', 'weather', 
'events', 'vulnerable', 'regions', 'communities', 'highly', 
'exposed', 'hazardous', 'climate', 'change', 'effects'” implies 
that extreme weather events affected the vulnerable regions 
and communities who are exposed to hazardous climate 
effects. 
 

 

Figure 3: An excerpt of the identified contextual terms of a 
centre term 

 
After grouping similar terms together (Step 5), the number 

of top terms was reduced from 500 to 104 and the number 
of pairs was reduced from 4,600 to 962. After mapping 
grouped terms with relevant SDG targets, a qualitative SDG 
interlinkages model, including 104 nodes and 962 links, was 
established for Goal 13 (climate action). The model was 
visualised in a network graph arranged by the SDGs (see 
Figure 4). For example, there is a link between 
“vulnerability” and “climate change” (indicated in a blue 
edge). To understand how they link, the contextual sentence, 
“'vulnerability', 'climate', 'change', 'determined', 'exposure', 
'impacts', 'climate', 'change'”, can inform us that 
vulnerability to climate change is affected by the exposure 
to the impacts of climate change, among other factors. 

 

Figure 4: Visualization of the SDG interlinkages model for 
SDG 13 (climate action) 

Note: The visualization was generated using Cytoscape. Each node 
indicates a grouped term which size indicates the frequency. The 
code in parentheses indicates relevant SDG targets. Nodes under 
the same SDG are placed close to each other. The edge between a 
pair represents a linkage, which width is measured by TF-IDF. 
 

The frequency of the top terms (indicated by the size of 
the node), shows the scientific importance of relevant 
factors and actors. Figure 4 shows that climate change-
related factors, such as global warming, extreme climate 
events, sea level rise and precipitation, are the most frequent 
terms. Other factors including GHG emissions, climate 
mitigation and adaptation, agricultural production, land use 
and land cover change (LULUC), environmental impacts 
and vulnerability, among others, are also on the top list.  

The results can be shown in sub-models focusing on one 
or a few factors. Figure 5 is an example of climate 
adaptation and its linkages with the SDGs. Adaptation to 
climate change links with both adaptation policy and 
mitigation policy. Adaptation influenced by the adaptive 
capacity, climate risks and vulnerabilities, particularly of the 
poor. Key areas of adaptation include agricultural 
production, water resource management, natural resource 
management, rural development and coastal areas.  
 

 

Figure 5: Linkages between climate adaptation and SDGs 
 



 

 

Discussions and Future Research Agenda 

This paper presents a novel methodology of using natural 
language processing to automating the identification of 
SDG 13 (climate action) interlinkages within the SDGs from 
a large corpus based on the IPCC assessment reports. A 
qualitative SDG interlinkages model for SDG 13 was built 
systematically and visualized in a network graph. The 
proposed methodology can be extended by systematically 
analysing the SDG interlinkages of all other SDGs. 
Previously, this process was highly manual and required an 
overwhelming effort from the experts. In this work, we have 
successfully reduced the time to build an interlinkage model 
by about 30 times. This could only have been achieved by 
using an NLP-based automating process. Additionally, this 
has enabled the use of a large corpus to find such linkages.  
 The SDG interlinkages model and its visualization can be 
used as a practical tool to communicate among the 
stakeholders in national and local climate policy 
development. This tool can be used but not limited to the 
following ways:   
• To support systematic policy scoping in the early stage of 

policy development 
 Together with stakeholders’ engagement, the list of top 
frequent terms can be used for systematic scoping and 
screening of key factors, sectors and actors to be considered 
in national and local climate policies based on the local 
context. For example, in vulnerable and low-income 
countries, adaptation policy development should take full 
account of the poor, particularly poor women and children. 
• To support integrated policy making and cross-sector 

collaborations 
 In climate policy development, the key linkages including 
the synergies, trade-offs and feedback among major factors 
and sectors should be taken account to ensure policy 
integrity and inclusiveness. Furthermore, relevant 
departments, sectors and local governments related to the 
key synergies and trade-offs in the systems of climate 
change and climate action should be included in the policy-
making process to ensure integrated governance and budget 
allocation by collectively addressing the trade-offs and 
leverage the synergies. For example, Figure 5 implies that 
effective governance for climate adaptation planning and 
implementation should include relevant competent 
departments in charge of agriculture, natural resource 
management, water resource management, and public 
health, etc. The results from this research provide scientific 
evidence on the synergies and trade-offs to support 
integrated institutional arrangement and budget allocation.  
• To support climate policy making tailored to the local 

context 
 To support the development of a long-term climate 
mitigation strategy (LTS) in West Java Province, Indonesia, 
an engagement of more than 50 stakeholders from national 

and local governments, state-owned enterprises, the private 
sector, NGOs, academia, and the media, was conducted 
from June to July in 2022 to validate and contextualise the 
SDG interlinkages model for Goal 13 (Moinuddin and Zhou 
2022). The activity was conducted through an online survey 
(55 participants) and a focus group discussion (40 
participants) to receive feedback on four specific topics in 
West Java: renewable energy development, gender 
dimension of low carbon development, economic and 
employment impacts, and climate change policy measures 
and their impacts. This exercise not only raises the 
awareness of taking an integrated approach but also helps 
validate the model with the feedback on the linkages of 
climate change and climate action with SDGs from West 
Java’s perspective. The tailored SDG interlinkages model 
for West Java can be used to inform the policy makers about 
key factors and key linkages in the development of the LTS. 
 A couple of limitations of the existing methodology were 
identified which can be set as future research agenda. These 
include: i) building a methodology for selecting relevant and 
high quality scientific literature from large bibliographic 
databases (e.g. Google Scholar and Scopus); ii) improving 
the pre-processing of the corpus data (Step 2) including 
identifying effective stop words, using part-of-speech 
tagging to help select effective terms and remove irrelevant 
terms, and avoiding truncation in the full phrase, etc.; and 
iii) automating the process of effectively grouping similar 
terms by leveraging word embeddings and large language 
models such as BERT (Devlin et al. 2018) (Step 5) and 
mapping with the SDGs (Step 6). All the above-mentioned 
challenges can be effectively solved by using state-of-the-
art NLP methods, and we are confident that this work will 
open several possible avenues for further research in the area 
of using AI to respond to climate challenges. 
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